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Details of Visit:

Author: james_sheffield
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 9 Nov 2009 12:00
Duration of Visit: 60 min
Amount Paid: 75
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.lucysheffield.co.uk/
Phone: 07846237087

The Premises:

Ground floor flat in a quiet residential area. Small and compact. Very safe. She is now woking in a
new location.

The Lady:

Short blonde hair, baby blue eyes, beautiful smile, size 12.

The Story:

It's the 2nd time I saw Lucy. I was probably her 1st client since her 22nd birthday. I read up
everything about her that I can find over the Internet before I 1st met her. Her feedbacks and field
reports hosted on another website was great. In my view, she's one of the most well-established, if
not the most well-established, early 20s WG in Sheffield. Having seen her twice, I thought I should
do a field report for her here.

She's smart, intelligent, friendly, and not a clock watcher at all. Her services are great, which include
FK and OWO. There are others on offer as well. As a somewhat simple guy, I never explored.
DATY is also allowed -- which is one of a number of things I like about her. The experience is not
quite the same as a typical WG. I felt the tender and innocent side of her when I did it, and the
sensation was so great to her that she had to push me away when she climaxed.

Service Provider's Rebuttal

Lucy writes:

The price is listed as ?75 for the hour, I can assure you that my price is ?120 and the writer must
have made a mistake.
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